Announcement
Bring Global as Silver Sponsor of Innovate Finance Global Summit (IFGS) 2022

Bring Global is proud to announce that we are Silver sponsors of Innovate Finance Global Summit (IFGS) 2022,
part of the UK Government’s FinTech Week https://www.innovatefinance.com/ifgs2022/
The event will be taking place on 4th and 5th April at Guildhall, London and will convene industry leaders ranging
from innovators, institutions, regulators to policy-makers, startups and investors to one place. The agenda will
shine a spotlight on the global FinTech ecosystem, with an increased focus on the key areas that are enhancing,
empowering, and ensuring that FinTech and Financial Services are sustainable and inclusive to all.
In the midst of the conference, Bring Global is also hosting two exclusive events during the week that you can
express your interest to attend through https://bringglobal.com/thedigitalera-registration/
“It is incredibly special to sponsor this event, and get first hand input from thought leaders, entrepreneurs,
executives, all the stakeholders who are shaping the future for Financial Services. This immersive experience
allows us to optimise the value of our services. Bring Global has a unique role to play in this new digital era,
enabling digital transformation for banks, leveraging rapid market access for new digital banks, delivering
business insights and providing integration with FinTechs.” Ramiro Salgado, Managing Director - Bring UK, has
said.

___________________
About Bring
Founded in 2011, Bring Global is a leading knowledge company expert in building and delivering best-in-class business and technology solutions to
improve the performance of our customers around the world.
As a global company, successful in over thirty countries and with over 300 people worldwide, we have a unique value proposition in the Financial
Services space, enabling digital transformation for banks, leveraging rapid market access for new digital banks, and providing integration with
Fintechs.
Bring Global approaches Digital Transformation with three main pillars: data, integration and customer experience. We help improve the customer
experience by accelerating the delivery of digital products and services, remaining competitive in the market, reducing costs, and increasing revenues,
adding our contribution to redefining the way banking services will be offered in the coming years.
We bring highly skilled global resources to where our customers are. Our local presence allows us to be close to our customers and deliver with local
people who understand the requirements of each local market.
We accomplish our goals through a robust business model, strong partnerships, and the commitment of our people.
www.bringglobal.com

